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General Paper Guidelines


The papers submitted will be accepted on condition that they are not copyrighted, or
have not been accepted for publication elsewhere.



Papers should be submitted in English and should contain no more than of 3500
words.



Papers should be single-spaced with Times New Roman, 12 point fonts and the set
top and bottom margins set at 1”, left and right margins at 1.25”. The body of the
manuscript should be justified.



Original articles should present data and information from original research. Reviews
must be critical analyses of the subjects reviewed, giving the current and balanced
view of all the issues.



Reviews should be contributed by experts in their respective fields. The message
carried in both reviews and original articles must be clear, and of significance.



The original articles should be compiled in the following order: Title, Abstract, Key
words, Introduction, Methods, Results and Discussion, Conclusion, References.



Sections on references, tables and figures should each begin on a new page.



The details of each component of the original articles are described in the below
sample template.

Copyright: Authors of papers accepted for publication in the Journal of Applied Sciences,
Engineering and Technology for Development (JASETD) will be expected to fill a copyright
transfer form prior to publication.
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Abstract title here
(Simply select each section and replace with your own text, do not change the format)
Alice Firsta, Matthew Secondb and Casandra Thirda
a

b

School of Science, Dedan Kimathi University of Technology, Private Bag, Nyeri, 7381,
Kenya, E-mail: first@dkut.ac.ke

School of Alternative Sciences, Remote University, Just off Main Street, Mweiga, 8890,
Uganda.
Keywords: structures, perspectives, reactions, selectivities.

The abstracts for the 2019 should be submitted in the format of this document. Please set the
page to A4 with 2.5 cm margins top and bottom, respectively, and side margins of 2.5 cm.
The preferred font is Times New Roman, single spaced. The abstract including the title,
author affiliations, and any references should not exceed one page: if it does, it will not be
accepted and will be returned to the author(s) for further editing and resubmission.
Fonts and Formatting - Please retain the fonts and paragraph settings in this template. Do
not edit or add anything to the Header/Footer fields in the document.
Title – Please try to use no more than two lines for the title.
Authors – Please use superscript letters to indicate author affiliations as shown in the format
above. This is only necessary if authors have different addresses. The presenting author’s
name must be underlined and his/her e-mail address included after the relevant address.
Body of abstract – The first line of each paragraph should not be indented and there should
be a blank lines between paragraphs. References (if any) should be indicated by numbers in
square brackets [1], [2], …, etc. in the text and be given at the end of the abstract [1] in a
consistent
format
as
appropriate
to
the
particular
discipline.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This should provide sufficient literature on what has been done with regard to the
problems being formulated, identifying milestones made so far and deficiencies in
past approaches. The authors should outline the objectives to be accomplished in the
paper. Sufficient references should be cited with preference being the most recent
publications in the area. Citations should follow the American Psychological
Association (APA) style. References within the text should be cited using the author /
date system.
2. METHODS
In this section, a detailed description of the materials, methods and tools used in the
work should be given. The components may include samples, study area,
experimental design, protocols, data collection and analysis. Authors may include
other subsections that are relevant in their respective research areas.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results should be concisely described in one of the following ways: text, table(s),
figure(s) or chart(s), or image(s). All tables and graphics should be done in Ms. Word
and incorporated into the body of the document in their proper places and should be
referenced in the text. Tables should be numbered consecutively with Arabic
numerals (e.g. Table 2) and have a short descriptive caption at the top. Avoid the use
of vertical lines in the tables. Instead use only 3 full width horizontal lines (one
outlining the start, one outlining the end, and one outlining the head row).Figures
should be numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals (e.g. Figure 5). Graphs
should be presented in such a manner that they can be understood without reading the
text. Appropriate symbols should be used on graphs and explained in the legends.
Graphs should not duplicate results presented in tables. The reproducibility and
statistical significance of measurements, material or biological data, should be
included where relevant. The discussion should provide an interpretation of the results
and their significance with regard to previously published work.
4. CONCLUSION
This section highlights the most important finding(s) of the research and may also
include the potential areas of further research.
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REFERENCES
Authors should cite the most recent references in their field. The APA style of
referencing is recommended. Below are some of examples of reference formatting
styles for titles of journal papers, books, conference proceedings, and other references
sources.
Journal Papers: Aduol, F. W. (2009). Estimation of the Geoid using GPS double
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applications in India. Mehta Press, New Delhi. pp 101-015.
Conference Proceedings: Kamau, C., Otieno, R., Tanui, J. and Wahid, A. (2004).
Perturbations of the Eccliptic. In: Proceedings of the International Society of
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, Hahn, M. and Behr, F.J (Eds). pp 105 – 118.
Technical reports: Cosyn B. and Pannisoni C. (1996). GIS (GRASS) set up for
Hydrologic Sensing data from the Zwalm Catchment (Belgium). Cagliari, Italy,
Center for Advanced Studies; Technical Bulletin no. CRS4 ENVPRJJ-95/1
Internet: Pebesema E.J. (2017). GStat User’s Manual .http:www.geog.nu.nl.gstat.
Retrieved Jan. 10, 2017.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR POSTER PRESENTATIONS
a. The provided posters boards are 841mm x 1189mm in size, therefore posters
should be no more than 841mm wide x 1189mm tall in size, preferably A0 size.
b. The poster presentation should be clear, orderly, and self-explanatory.
c. The poster should include the following elements:
i.

The title of your poster should appear at the top in capital letters

ii.

The author(s) name(s) and affiliation(s) are put below the title.

iii.

Overview: A succinct summary of the purpose, methods, and results.

iv.

Introduction: A concise statement of the objective and background of the
work.

v.

Methods: Description o f t h e ap pa r at us , s a m p l e s , m a t e ri a l s , etc. but
n o t overwhelming detail.

vi.

Results: Graphs, charts, pictures, etc., with a minimum of text to illustrate the
nature of the results.

vii.

Conclusions: Concise statement of the findings, indicating future research
directions.

Push pins will be provided to attach your posters to the boards.
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